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About Propeller
Propeller is an all-male Shakespeare company which seeks to find a more engaging way of
expressing Shakespeare and to more completely explore the relationship between text and
performance. Mixing a rigorous approach to the text with a modern physical aesthetic, they
have been influenced by mask work, animation and classic and modern film and music from
all ages. Productions are directed by Edward Hall and designed by Michael Pavelka. Lighting
is designed by Ben Ormerod.
Propeller has toured internationally to Australia, China, Spain, Mexico, The Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Cyprus, Ireland, Tokyo, Gdansk, Germany, Italy, Malta, Hong
Kong and the U.S.A.

As our times have changed, so our responses to
Shakespeare’s work have changed too and I believe
we have become an ensemble in the true sense of the
word: We break and reform our relationships using
the spirit of the particular play we are working on.
We have grown together, eaten together, argued and
loved together. We have toured all over the world
Edward Hall
from Huddersfield to Bangladesh. We have played in
National theatres, ancient amphitheatres, farmyards and globe theatres. We have been
applauded, shot at and challenged by different audiences wherever we have gone.
We want to rediscover Shakespeare simply by doing the plays as we believe they should be
done: with great clarity, speed and full of as much imagination in the staging as possible. We
don’t want to make the plays ‘accessible’, as this implies that they need ‘dumbing down’ in
order to be understood, which they don’t. We want to continue to take our work to as many
different kinds of audiences as possible and so to grow as artists and people. We are hungry
for more opportunity to explore the richness of
Shakespeare’s plays and if we keep doing this with rigour and invention, then I believe the
company, and I hope our audiences too, will continue to grow.
Edward Hall, Artistic Director.
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To Teachers
This pack has been designed to complement your class’s visit to see
Propeller’s 2011-12 production of Henry V, on national and international
tour.
Most of the pack is aimed at A-level and GSCE students of Drama and
English Literature in the UK, but some of the sections, and suggestions
for classroom activities, may be of use to teachers teaching pupils at Key
Stages 2, 3 & 4, while students studying in other countries and those in
higher education may find much of interest in these pages.
While there are some images, the pack has been deliberately kept simple
from a graphic point of view so that most pages can easily be
photocopied for use in the classroom.
Your feedback is most welcome. You can make any comments on the
pack on the Propeller website forum. www.propeller.org.uk
Workshops to accompany the production are also available.
I hope you find the pack useful.
Will Wollen
Education Consultant
Propeller
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William Shakespeare
The person we call William Shakespeare wrote some 37 plays, as well as sonnets and full-length
poems; but very little is actually known about him. That there was someone called William Shakespeare
is certain, and what we know about his life comes from registrar records, court records, wills, marriage
certificates and his tombstone. There are also contemporary anecdotes and criticisms made by his rivals
which speak of the famous playwright and suggest that he was indeed a playwright, poet and an actor.
The earliest record we have of his life is of his baptism, which
took place on Wednesday 26th April 1564. Traditionally it is
supposed that he was, as was common practice, baptised
three days after his birth, making his birthday the 23rd of
April 1564 – St George’s Day. There is, however, no proof of
this at all.
William's father was a John Shakespeare, a local businessman
who was involved in tanning and leatherwork. John also dealt
in grain and sometimes was described as a glover by trade.
John was also a prominent man in Stratford. By 1560, he was
one of the fourteen burgesses who made up the town council.
William's mother was Mary Arden who married John
Shakespeare in 1557. They had eight children, of whom
William was the third. It is assumed that William grew up with
them in Stratford, one
hundred miles from London.
Very little is known about Shakespeare’s education. We know that the King’s New Grammar School
taught boys basic reading and writing. We assume William attended this school since it existed to
educate the sons of Stratford but we have no definite proof. There is also no evidence to suggest that
William attended university.
On 28th November 1582 an eighteen-year-old William married the twenty-six-year-old Anne Hathaway.
Seven months later, they had their first daughter, Susanna. Anne never left Stratford, living there her
entire life. Baptism records reveal that twins Hamnet and Judith were born in February 1592. Hamnet,
the only son died in 1596, just eleven years old.
At some point, Shakespeare joined the Burbage company in London as an actor, and was their principal
writer. He wrote for them at the Theatre in Shoreditch where Richard III may first have been
performed, and by 1594 he was a sharer, or shareholder in the company. It was through being a sharer
in the profits of the company that William made his money and in 1597 he was able to purchase a large
house in Stratford. The company moved to the newly-built Globe Theatre in 1599. In 1613, the Globe
Theatre caught fire during a performance of Henry VIII, one of Shakespeare’s last plays, written with
John Fletcher, and William retired to Stratford where he died in 1616, on 23rd April.
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Henry V – Synopsis
Henry V is the fourth part of the tetralogy of Shakespeare plays which
begins with Richard II, then moves through Henry IV Part 1 and Henry IV
Part 2. When we join the story...
...Henry IV is dead, and his wild young son, Henry V has taken the
throne. England is not in a happy state; the population has been
engaged in drawn out civil wars and the country is disaffected. To
maintain control and unite the nation, the new king needs to win the
respect of the English people and the court.
Henry believes he has a claim to some parts of France because of his
family connections and the interpretation of ancient French inheritance
laws. His claim is rudely rejected by the Daauphin of France and Henry,
with the support of the English nobility and clergy, takes the decision to
invade. He assembles his troops.
Bardolph, Pistol, and Nym are common criminals, former friends of the
king from his wayward youth. As they get ready, they remark on the
death of Falstaff, an aged sot who was once the young prince’s closest
friend.
Just before his fleet sets sail, King Henry learns of a plot to assassinate
him life and executes three English traitors working for the French,
including a former friend, Scroop. Once across the Channel, the English
army fights its way across France, winning battles despite the odds being
stacked against it. King Henry's army includes men from all parts of
Britain, such as Fluellen, a Welsh captain. As the English advance, Nym
and Bardolph are caught looting and are hanged at the stern king's
command.
The final battle of the war takes place at Agincourt, where the English are
heavily outnumbered by the French. The night before the battle, King
Henry disguises himself as a common soldier and talks to many of the
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soldiers in his camp, learning who they are and what they think of the
war they are involved in and the king for whom they are fighting
fighting. In the
morning, he prays to God and gives a stirring speech to his soldiers. The
inspired English army wins
win the battle, and the French king is forced to
surrender. A settlement is reached
reached: Henry marries Katherine, the
daughter of the French King, and the two countries will be united
united.

King Henry V
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Ciphers to This Great Accompt
Telling the Story
In pictures
Choose a key moment from the story and, in groups, make a frozen picture. Get your friends
to look at it. How could it tell the story of that moment better? Is each person contributing
to the atmosphere? Is it clear where the ‘focus’ of the picture is? Use tables and chairs to
bring different levels into the image.
Can you remember any ‘stage pictures’ that stood out for you in the Propeller production?

Now choose 5 other moments from the story and make pictures of those too. Find a way of
moving from one picture to the next to tell the whole story of the play.

I would give all my fame for a pot of ale and safety
In groups imagine that you are a band of soldiers returned victorious from the war against
France. You return to an English alehouse where you meet two people who stayed at home.
Between you, tell them your story of the war, what you thought about the king. Your new
friends might ask you questions. Are there parts of the story you want to talk about more
than others? Are you exhilarated or worn out by the war? Are there parts of your story that
you’re tempted to exaggerate?

Timed tellings
Stand as a group in a circle. One person has a stopwatch. Another person stands in the
centre of the circle. The group decides whether the person in the centre is going to tell the
story of Henry V in 10 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute or 2 minutes. The person in the centre
tries to tell the whole story in the time allocated. They must stop when the time is up, but try
and fill as much of the time as possible. When they have finished a new person is chosen.
Variations: Tell the story in a set number of words; use different stories; writing exercise – tell the story
in one sentence, one paragraph, one page, three pages etc.

Thus comes the English with full power upon us
Write an article for a newspaper from the point of view of the French. How might you report
on the battles? Do you have respect or contempt for the English king? Or discuss the
forthcoming marriage of Henry and Katharine. Is this the ultimate Royal Wedding?
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Iambic Pentameter
Shakespeare’s verse has a basic rhythm that forms a kind of heartbeat that runs beneath his
plays. Like a heartbeat it dictates the energy, life and pace of the play. It also illuminates
meaning of the text and the concerns, moods and anxieties of the characters.
The basic unit of rhythm the iamb (pronounced “I am”), or iambus is of two syllables, with
the stress on the second syllable: “de Dum”.

Try putting your ear to someone’s chest and listening to
their heartbeat; you’ll hear it clearly – de Dum... de
Dum... – Shakespeare really does beat to the rhythm of
life!

Shakespeare’s verse generally has five iambs in each line, making ten syllables. A five-iamb
line is called an iambic pentameter and was the basis of nearly all verse in the playwriting of
Shakespeare’s time. At the end of each line comes a small break or “end-stop” that gives
energy to the next line. What makes Shakespeare’s verse so interesting is that he makes
frequent variations to the rhythm. It is part of the actor’s job to spot these variations, and
listen to the clues that the changes in rhythm give him about the state of the character.
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Printing Their Proud Hooves
Making a Physical Pentameter
Remember going ‘gallopy-gallopy’ around the playground when you were small? Ok – so
maybe you don’t, but that’s what to do now, no matter how old you are! Stand in a circle
facing each other and ‘gallop’ on the spot in unison shifting from one light step on the left foot
to one strong one on the right. Do it five times in a row altogether, beating out a strong
rhythm on the floor:

de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum!
Now do it, still galloping, a few times in a row, yelling out the de-dums (believe it or not,
yelling will make you feel less silly) and marking the ‘end-stop’ with a “Hey!” (and no gallop)
to make sure that each line has its own space and energy:

de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum! (Hey!)
de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum! (Hey!)
de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum! (Hey!)
de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum, de Dum! (Hey!)
Now let’s take a bit of regular Shakespearean verse and gallop with that instead. Still put in
the ‘Heys’, though. Repeat one line at a time till everybody knows it then add in the next
one:

Not yet, my cousin: we would be resolved, (Hey!)
Before we hear him, of some things of weight (Hey!)
That task our thoughts, concerning us and France. (Hey!)
Take a breather now, sit down in a circle and discuss. Does the rhythm help you find the
right stresses in the line? What does the rhythm give to the text? Does the regular rhythm
make the king sound authoritative and calm? Or agitated and worried?
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Rhythmic clues
Sometimes there are extra syllables in the line; sometimes following the strict iambic rhythm
puts stresses where they obviously don’t belong. Take a copy of Henry’s famous speech from
Act III, scene i. Try it out using the galloping and the iambic rhythm. Notice the places
where the text really contradicts the regular rhythm:
Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead.
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility:
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favour'd rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect;
Let pry through the portage of the head
Like the brass cannon; let the brow o'erwhelm it
As fearfully as doth a gallèd rock
O'erhang and jutty his confounded base,
Swill'd with the wild and wasteful ocean.
Now set the teeth and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath and bend up every spirit
To his full height. On, on, you noblest English.
Whose blood is fet from fathers of war-proof!
Fathers that, like so many Alexanders,
Have in these parts from morn till even fought
And sheathed their swords for lack of argument:
Dishonour not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you call'd fathers did beget you.
Be copy now to men of grosser blood,
And teach them how to war. And you, good yeoman,
Whose limbs were made in England, show us here
The mettle of your pasture; let us swear
That you are worth your breeding; which I doubt not;
For there is none of you so mean and base,
That hath not noble lustre in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot:
Follow your spirit, and upon this charge
Cry 'God for Harry, England, and Saint George!'
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Notice the places where the line
simply has to start on a strong
stress: Stiffen, Fathers, Straining,
Follow.
Where else does the language
‘trip’ the rhythm up?
What does the rhythm give this
stirring speech? What do the
‘trips’ tell the actor about Harry’s
state and the world around him?.
Of course – every actor will make
different decisions about the way
he speaks the verse

Think when we talk of horses, that you see them
Scenery of the imagination
The Chorus in the prologue of Henry V warns us that we are expected to use our imaginations
as the actors cannot possibly hope to fully represent a war between two entire kingdoms.
Shakespeare was writing his plays for performance in broad daylight in an open air theatre
with a stage which thrust out into the audience. There was no opportunity to bring the
curtain down, dim the lights and effect large scene changes. Scenes had to run quickly one to
the next in order to keep a potentially rowdy audience entertained.
Henry V travels from one country to another; from a palace to a port; from one battlefield to
the next; from exterior to interior. Sometimes it matters hugely exactly where a scene is set,
sometimes it is less important.
Notice how Propeller changes the location of each of the scenes. What ‘tools’ does the
company use to let us know we’re in a different place?

Big Budget Little Budget
Discuss the following scenes in groups, first of all imagining that you have a film
budget of millions, then that you have no budget at all, acting on a bare stage.
How might the actor playing Henry give the impression of talking to a vast army in Act III,
scene one?
How might you play Act III, scene two with the Boy, Bardolph, Nym and Fluellen giving the
impression of being in the midst of a great battle?
How would you let the audience know that you were in the French King’s palace in Act V,
scene two?
Which options do you prefer?
Now watch a film version of your scene and see the choices that were made. You can try
Laurence Olivier’s version (1944) or Kenneth Branagh’s (1989). Notice the tools the films
use to create atmosphere and setting – had you thought of them all?
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A Nest of Hollow Bosoms?
Relationships, Loyalty and Betrayal
On one level Henry V seems a straightforward story about the English going to war in France
and winning. But Henry V is not just a story of two nations. Every character has to make
their own choices about where his loyalty lies: to his friend? To his country? To his wife? To
the law? To a belief?

In groups choose three characters from Henry V.
Make a list of the things and people to which each character remains loyal.
Now make a list of people they betray. And a list of people who betray the
character.
Feed back to the rest of the group.
Do you think any of the characters you chose have misgivings about the
choices they made?

Give everyone in the group a character from Henry V and
get them to introduce themselves to the rest of the group.
Standing, spread out, in a large space, everyone chooses
two people without telling anyone else. One should be a
character who they betray or who betrays them, one should
be someone to whom they are loyal. Everyone moves
around the room trying to keep themselves at one point of a
triangle with their chosen people at the other points.
Explain in advance that when you tap someone on the
shoulder they should sit down. When someone in your
triangle sits down you have to sit down too. Is anyone left
standing?
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